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MOTIVATION

▪ Neutral pion multiplicities, the ratio of the π0 

production to the DIS production as a function of a 

kinematic variable, deals with the fundamental nature 

of QCD and hadron generation.

▪ Hadronization is fundamentally non-perturbative and 

must be studied experimentally with the combination 

of perturbative hard scattering cross section and non-

perturbative parton distribution and fragmentation 

functions.

▪ Neutral pion multiplicities help study isospin 

invariance as the neutral pion fragmentation function 

is thought to be dependent on the charged pion 

fragmentation functions.

Why are we looking into this?
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ONGOING CLAS12 MULTIPLICITY STUDIES

▪ Giovanni Angelini has presented some 

preliminary results on charged pion 

multiplicities at the 2020 DNP and in 

his thesis work.
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ONGOING CLAS12 MULTIPLICITY STUDIES 2

▪ All the images from are taken 

from Angelini’s DNP 

presentation 

(https://www.jlab.org/Hall-

B/shifts/csc/slides/2020/ANGE

LINI_DNP2020_Multiplicity-2-

2020-11-23.pdf).

▪ π+ results are depicted in the 

blue rectangle, and the π-

results are in the green

rectangle. 
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DATA SELECTION AND CUTS FOR PI0 ANALYSIS

▪ For most of these studies RGA inbending data files 5032, 5036, 5038, 5039, 5040 were used along with mc 

files 3051_*. 

▪ Data (/cache/clas12/rg-a/production/recon/fall2018/torus-1/pass1/v1/dst/train/nSidis/*.hipo)

▪ MC (/cache/clas12/rg-a/production/montecarlo/fall2018/torus-1/v1/bkg45nA_10604MeV/45nA_job*.hipo)

▪ Cuts

– Golden runs and dead bars removed

– DC sector cuts as described in the RGA analysis note

– Q2 > 1 GeV2; select SIDIS events 

– W > 2 GeV

– -25 cm <  Ze < 20 cm

– Exactly 1 electron and at least 2 gammas from Event Builder PID

• Good status

• Particles in FD

– 2 GeV < pe < 8 GeV

– y < 0.8 ; Mx  > 1.5 GeV

– αγγ > 6*Exp(1 – pπ) + 2.5
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DATA SELECTION AND CUTS FOR PI0 ANALYSIS : 
PHOTONS

▪ Neutral pion analyses require a 

good set of photons used to 

construct the neutral pions. 

▪ Cut out edges of the calorimeter :  

– γ : w, v > 15 cm 

– e : w, v > 9 cm

▪ e-γ angle > 8o : remove radiative γs

▪ 0.9 < βγ < 1.1 : remove random γs
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DATA SELECTION AND CUTS FOR PI0 ANALYSIS:
PHOTONS 2

▪ γE > 0.5 GeV: removes 

background around pi0 

mass peak and 

background in general

▪ π0
E > 0.125 GeV

▪ αγγ > 6*Exp(1-p) + 2.5 : 

background reduction to 

the left of the π0 mass 

peak

– Optimization of αγγ cut in 

progress
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DATA VS MONTE CARLO

▪ The Q2 and xB distributions are 

very similar save for the edges.

▪ The z distribution increases 

away from unity beyond 0.6.

▪ The pT distribution also departs 

from one beyond 1.2 GeV.

xB, Q2, z, pT
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DATA VS MONTE CARLO

▪ The y, Mx, and neutral pion 

mass distributions follow the 

same trend seen by the other 

variables, having comparable 

data and mc distributions.

▪ The Mx has a slight undulation 

around 1.9 GeV.

▪ For the pion mass distribution, 

the area around the peak 

shows a slight discrepancy, with 

the mc having a slightly 

narrower peak than the data.

y, Mx, π0mass
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GENERAL PHASE SPACE

▪ 9 xB – Q2 bins
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PI0 DATA AND MONTE CARLO WITHIN XB-Q2 PHASE SPACE
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PI0 DATA AND MONTE CARLO WITHIN Z-PT PHASE SPACE
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ESTIMATED PI0 STATISTICS

▪ The number of neutral pions was estimated from 

a monte carlo template.

– Reconstructed photons were matched to 

generated ones

– The number of pions was calculated from the 

template in which both matched photons were 

matched with generated photons originating 

from the same neutral pion

– An approximately 3σ band around the mass 

peak, i.e. 0.1 GeV < mass < 0.168 GeV, was 

used to remove the long tail to the left of the 

mass peak.

▪ Crystal ball and gaussian fitting of the data are 

also being studied as alterative methods.
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ESTIMATED PI0 STATISTICS 2

▪ The plots to the right depict the 

estimated neutral pions within each x-

Q2 , z-pT bin as a 2D density plot.

▪ The plot uses the monte carlo 

template scaled to the total data 

statistics.

▪ On the next slide is a table describing 

the full data statistics from the RGA 

inbending data set and the estimated 

number of neutral pions using several 

methods.
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ESTIMATED

PI0 STATISTICS 3 

▪ The gaussian fits between the data and mc contained 

on average a discrepancy with the data of about 10%. 

▪ The plots to the right depict the gaussian + pol4 fits 

using full inbending data statistics.

▪ Total pion yield between 7-8 million events
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MC TEMPLATE NEUTRAL

PION ESTIMATION

▪ To the right are the pi0 mass 

distributions within each xB-Q2 bin for 

the data, monte carlo, monte carlo 

signal, and monte carlo background.

▪ This monte carlo has been scaled to 

the total data statistics.

▪ The discrepancy between the 

statistics estimated from the MC TT 

and the other methods is probably 

due to the background under the pi0 

peak.
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NEUTRAL PION YIELDS

▪ Below are the neutral pion yields, using the mc template scaled to the full data, 

as a function of z and pT

▪ The next step is to extract raw multiplicities and study the acceptances
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SUMMARY AND CURRENT WORK

▪ Pion multiplicities help study the non-perturbative hadronization process and 

provide more data to constrain the D1 fragmentation function.

▪ Data and monte carlo generally match well.

▪ Based upon some rough estimations, there are about 7-8 M neutral pions within 

the RGA inbending data.

▪ Work in progress

– Studying matching within single events

– Estimation of background distribution

– Rough multiplicity measurements

– Acceptance/efficiency 
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BACK UP SLIDES



ELECTRON COMPARISONS

▪ The momentum, theta, 

and phi distributions 

match well.

▪ There are some 

discrepancies at theta < 

10o.

P, θ, φ
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PHOTON COMPARISONS

▪ Momentum, theta, and phi 

also match well for 

photons.

▪ There is am increase in 

the ratio above unity in the 

p > 3 GeV region and 

decrease in the theta near 

35o.

P, θ, φ
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PI0 DATA AND MONTE CARLO XB-Q2 BIN 1 ;  Z-PT PHASE SPACE
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PI0 DATA AND MONTE CARLO XB-Q2 BINS 2,4,6,8 ;  Z-PT PHASE SPACE
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PI0 DATA AND MONTE CARLO XB-Q2 BINS 3,5,7,9 ;  Z-PT PHASE SPACE
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MC NEUTRAL PION ESTIMATION

▪ To the right are the pi0 mass 

distributions within each xB-Q2 bin for 

the monte carlo.

▪ This monte carlo has been scaled to 

the total data statistics.
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MATCHING PROCEDURE

Angular matched 4 component π0 mass distributions
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▪ The generated particle match was found by whatever particle has the lowest r2 = Δθ2 + Δφ2, with the angular 

differences being between the reconstructed and generated particles.

▪ From this method every particle has a match.

▪ The mass distribution was then delineated into components based upon particle parent PID.

▪ Components : TT (both particles have the same pi0 parent), TTF (both particles have different pi0 parents), TF 

(one particle has a pi0 parent and the other does not), and FF (both particles do not have pi0 parents).



MATCHING CUT MONTE CARLO COMPONENTS

▪ This cut was found by decreasing this r2 value until the tail in the TT distribution was 

reduced, and the mean of the distribution was ~0.136 GeV. A tighter cut significantly 

reduced the statistics.

▪ The current cut is r2 < 0.01 rad2 or ( r < 5.73 deg).
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DATA AND YIELD NORMALIZED RECONSTRUCTED MC COMPARISONS

Top : Without Matching Cut                  Bottom: With Matching cut (r < 0.1 rad)
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MATCHING : FAILING PHOTONS
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▪ The matching cut removes about ~30% of the 

photons.

▪ What this reflects is that of the unique single 

photons that pass all the analysis cuts, 30% of 

them will fail the matching cut of r2 < 0.01 rad2.

▪ The table to the right delineates the three neutral

species: photons from pi0s (γ : π0), photons not 

from pi0s (γ : ~π0), and particles that are not 

photons (~γ).

▪ From the table it becomes clear that gammas from 

pi0s have a much higher survival rate than the 

others, with the other two particle species possess 

about the same survivability. 

All Analysis Cuts

Particle Uncut
Match 

Cut
%

γ : π0 554440 453335 81.8

γ : ~π0 108757 37497 34.5

~γ 77124 28711 37.2

Total 740321 519543 70.2



MATCHING STUDIES

▪ Several studies were implemented to look at these 

rejected photons

– Studying the kinematics of the rejected photons

– Removing reconstructed photons which were 

kinematically close 

– Implementing a stricter β cut 

▪ From the top to the bottom the plots depict the data and 

matched cut mc distributions for self matching cuts of r 

less than 0.573, 1.811, and 5.73 degrees.

▪ Implementing a self matching cut of r < 5.73 deg only 

changed the passing rates by about 3% .  

▪ Kinematically Δφ is the major source of failure

▪ Opening angle does not correlate well with r, and the 

mass peak opening angle is within 0-20 degrees
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GENERAL PHASE SPACE

▪ 9 xB – Q2 bins

▪ 15 equal-width z bins (0.1 < z < 0.8)

▪ 15 equal-width pT bins (0 < pT < 1.3) GeV

Preliminary binning
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